
Option 1: Pre-Recorded 

($150 per video) 

 
Syllabication Update (procedure updated Summer 2020) 

This pre-recorded presentation assumes participants have taken MILA 2/ESWR course 

and are proficient with the syllabication patterns. Participants will learn a new 

approach for teaching syllabication patterns to their students. This PD is 120 minutes. 

Word Analysis Update (procedure updated Summer 2019) 

This pre-recorded presentation provides specific instruction for the Word Analysis 

procedure that are part of the daily Spalding Spelling Lesson. This procedure was 

updated in Summer 2019. This presentation would be appropriate for teachers who 

took MILA 1/Reading Foundation prior to Summer 2019. Participants will learn the three 

parts of the Word Analysis procedure. This PD is between 45-60 minutes. 

Sentence Construction Update (procedure updated Summer 2019) 

This pre-recorded presentation provides specific instruction for the Sentence 

Construction procedure that are part of the daily Spalding Spelling Lesson. This 

procedure was updated in Summer 2019. This presentation would be appropriate for 

teachers who took MILA 1/Reading Foundation prior to Summer 2019. Participants will 

learn the parts of model and coach Sentence Construction procedure as well as the 

marking and labeling system now a part of the procedure. This PD is between 45-60 

minutes. 

 
 

This option includes pre-recorded professional development videos. PLEASE NOTE: This 

format requires an onsite facilitator, preferable an SCTI, SCT, or someone highly 

knowledgeable in Spalding procedures. This onsite facilitator will: 

• Receive and review PD details prior to PD day 

• Print necessary materials for PD 

• Communicate with Spalding the questions that arose during the PD and as needed to 

ensure a successful PD 

 
 

If an SCTI, SCT, or someone highly knowledgeable in Spalding procedures is 

unavailable, an onsite facilitator is still needed. However, you may choose to add a 15- 

minute Q & A Session via Zoom with a Spalding Certified Teacher Instructor. This option 

will be an additional $25. 



Option 2: OnSite 
Half Day or approx. 3 hours = ($525 + travel expenses) 

 
Syllabication Update (procedure updated Summer 2020) 

This pre-recorded presentation assumes participants have taken MILA 2/ESWR course 

and are proficient with the syllabication patterns. Participants will learn a new 

approach for teaching syllabication patterns to their students. This PD is 120 minutes. 

Word Analysis Update (procedure updated Summer 2019) 

This pre-recorded presentation provides specific instruction for the Word Analysis 

procedure that are part of the daily Spalding Spelling Lesson. This procedure was 

updated in Summer 2019. This presentation would be appropriate for teachers who 

took MILA 1/Reading Foundation prior to Summer 2019. Participants will learn the three 

parts of the Word Analysis procedure. This PD is between 45-60 minutes. 

Sentence Construction Update (procedure updated Summer 2019) 

This pre-recorded presentation provides specific instruction for the Sentence 

Construction procedure that are part of the daily Spalding Spelling Lesson. This 

procedure was updated in Summer 2019. This presentation would be appropriate for 

teachers who took MILA 1/Reading Foundation prior to Summer 2019. Participants will 

learn the parts of model and coach Sentence Construction procedure as well as the 

marking and labeling system now a part of the procedure. This PD is between 45-60 

minutes. 

 
 

This option includes onsite delivery from a Spalding Certified Teacher Instructor. If 

choosing the half day option, select TWO professional development topics from the 

following options. 



Option 3: Teacher Observations - Personalized Coaching 
Half Day or approx. 3 consecutive hours = ($525 + travel expenses) 

Full Day or approx. 6 consecutive hours = ($1050 + travel expenses) 

This option includes onsite personalized coaching from a Spalding Certified Teacher 

Instructor. Teachers are observed implementing Spalding procedures. The coach 

provides specific feedback to celebrate strengths and identify areas of improvement 

to increase the fidelity of THE SPALDING METHOD®. This professional development is 

highly recommended. 

You may choose to add a one-hour, follow-up PD at a later date. It would include a 

personalized, whole-group refresher based on observational findings and a Q&A 

session. 

This option may be delivered: 

• Via Zoom with a Spalding Certified Teacher Instructor guiding the professional 

development and answering questions, thus eliminating travel expenses 

• Onsite with a Spalding Certified Teacher Instructor 

 
Option 4: Custom 
Half Day or approx. 3 hours = ($525 + development ($175/hr) + travel expenses) 

Full Day or approx. 6 hours = ($1050 + development ($175/hr) + travel expenses) 

 
This option includes a custom-built professional development. This option may be 

delivered: 

• Via Zoom with a Spalding Certified Teacher Instructor guiding the professional 

development and answering questions, thus eliminating travel expenses 

• Onsite with a Spalding Certified Teacher Instructor 


